S U C C E S S S TO RY
PIONEER TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE RELIES ON CS3 TECHNOLOGY FOR PERSONALIZED
SERVICE AND EXPERTISE
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BUSINESS ISS U ES T H AT
LED TO NEED FOR NEW
SYSTEM:
• Incompatible technology platforms
with other internal systems and
current Microsoft technologies
• Current system GL software, PFW, had
been tagged as a “Value Product” by
Sage
• Unable to upgrade Premier Budgeting
and Allocations due to product
obsolescence
Manual cross-company allocations
processing
• Re-keying of data in budgeting
process

RESULTS OF
IMP LEMENTING SAG E 5 0 0
ERP :
• Reliable and stable SQL platform
• Streamlined allocations with rules
• Automated cross-company allocations
• More detailed reports provided to
supervisors
• Increased productivity
• Reduced manual data entry

IMPACT OF RE LAT I ONSH I P
WITH CS3 TEC H NOLOG Y:
• Experienced professionals who go out
of their way to help
• Dedicated to learning about the rural
telephone industry
• Provide as much or as little help as
required
• Tailored screens for streamlined
processing based on roles of
employees
• Report development to streamline
information
• Accessibility to everyone in the
company for support
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An unexpected benefit of moving to Sage

see the information in the format that we

500 came from the Active Planner module.

were used to.”

“We saved a month’s time when we rolled
our budgets to the new year,” said Brenda.

“I greatly appreciate the relationship that

Pioneer feeds their budgeting information

we have with CS3 Technology. I can tell

to Sage 500 and uses BizInsight’s financial

that they are interested in continuously

report writing tool. Once in BizInsights,

improving their service and that they have

reports are easily pulled and distributed

the same commitment to service that we

out to supervisors in the field. “We used to

do,” said Brenda. “We have an open and

do a lot of this manually,” said Brenda. “We

honest relationship and I am proud to

no longer have to re-enter information and

recommend them to other businesses.”

our supervisors have more useful reports
that are easier to understand. They use
these reports to manage their expense
budgets.” Pioneer also seamlessly
converted hundreds of financial reports to
BizInsights, which saved a significant
amount of effort.
“CS3 Technology customized input screens
based on our roles,” said Brenda. “This has
been life saving! I don’t worry about users
getting into something that they don’t
need to be in, plus the system is now
tailored to each person’s responsibilities.
CS3 Technology also created customized
Crystal Reports for us. This helped us still

ABOUT CS3 TECHNOLOGY
A software solution is only as good as the implementation team. CS3 Technology is led
by a tremendously talented team backed up by a fiercely dedicated staff. Our highly
experienced strategic thinkers transfer their knowledge to your team guaranteeing a
flawless execution of your vision.

CS3 Technology | 5272 S Lewis Ave #100 | Tulsa, OK 74105
www.CS3Technology.com
(877) 496-1600

“Because the telephone industry is
regulated, there are some unique
accounting rules. CS3 Technology
took Part 32 telecommunication
accounting classes just to
understand more about our
business. Now that is what I call
commitment.”
– BRENDA WALTA
ACCOUNTING MANAGER

